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Initial Trials
First trials consist of each sensor having code created to 
take inputs from the sensor and displaying the results. 
Testing each sensor allows for obtainable values and 
variables to be tabulated.This shows the system works.

Results from Trials
• Open/Close - Displays a True of False statement

• Metal Detection - Displays voltage between the sensor 
and metal.

• Load Sensor - Displays weight times gravity and shows 
a force relative to the sensor.

[Data tables or graphs will be displayed here once 
system is tested]

Backround
• History

Approximately 33% of yearly construction 
based casualties are caused by fatal falls. 
This number can be greatly reduced with 
the use of safety harnesses. However 
many actively avoid using them or use 
them improperly to be more comfortable.

• Is there a need?

Currently there are not any solutions to 
monitor compliance to proper safety 
harness use besides having someone 
actually watch the roofers.

• Products Similar in the Market?

There are not any similar products in the 
market specifically for roofers. However a 
lot of inspiration for this solution came 
from a monitoring system for powerline 
workers.

This system utilizes detecting conductivity 
in the powerline to ensure that the worker 
is clipped in at all times.

Safety Harness  Monitor
OSHA fines and violations are no more! 

The best and most efficient way of monitoring 

compliance and proper usage of a harness.

Design Features
● Open/ Closed Sensing:

Use of magnetic switches show 
when the harness is taken off 
or on, and when adjusted.

● Metal Detection:

An inductive sensor attached 
to the harness will detect 
metal at the connection point 
preventing the harness from 
being attached somewhere 
other than the anchor.

● Load Sensing: 

Use of a load cell tracks
 the changing forces 
acting on the harness to 
ensure its being worn.
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